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NOHrD Wall Bar - Wall Bar, Shadow  
 

Wall Bars by NOHrD - the fold-out wall
bars - the WallBars, the classic among
sports equipment, has an integrated
outrigger that can be easily folded out.

 CHF 549.00  
      

      

The WallBars, the classic among the sports equipment, has an integrated outrigger that can be easily
folded out. Hanging exercises and pull-ups on the WallBars - the top rung folds out with ease and locks
into place with a noticeable click. The sturdy outrigger provides ample space for strengthening hanging
and swinging exercises.

Additional accessories such as CombiTrainer, MultiAdapter and training bench turn the WallBars wall
bars into a multifunctional training station. All rungs are individually bolted for effective training and
provide optimal support.

Solid wood, load-bearing safety ropes on the outrigger and an additional locking mechanism make the
wall bars safe and stable - optimal for multifunctional training sessions.

Each WallBars from NOHrD is handmade in the in-house manufactory and is subject to the highest
quality standards!

Different walls for different needs: The WallBars rung wall is available in two versions with either 10 or
14 rungs. The rung spacing varies here between 9.9 and 17.7 cm.

10  rungs (rung spacing 17.7cm)
14 r ungs (rung distance 9,9cm)

The wall bars can be extended by special accessories: 

Extension
Multi-Adapter
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Incline bench

Dimensions: height 230 x width 80 x depth 13cm (43cm with folded out extension) (incl. spacer
19cm/49cm depth), spacer included
Rungs thickness 38mm
The foldable extension can be loaded with 120 kg
Weight: Wall-Bar with 10 rungs 19kg, Wall-Bar with 14 rungs 21kg
Warranty: 1 year on labor, 2 years on material

Available in wood finishes: Ash, Oak, Club Sport, Walnut or Cherry

Screws/plugs for a wall mounting are included - Mount the Wall Bar only to a solid wall such as stone,
concrete, solid wood (not suitable for lightweight wooden or plaster walls).

On request: Shortening of the Wall Bar with 14 rungs by one rung for a height of 210cm (instead of
230cm), without extra charge.
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